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3
Given a shape regular tetrahedron and a curved surface that is defined implicitly by a nonlinear level set 4
function and divides the tetrahedron into two sub-domains, a general-purpose, robust, and high-order nu- 5
merical algorithm is proposed in this article for computing both volume integrals in the sub-domains and 6
surface integrals on their common boundary. The algorithm uses a direct approach that decomposes 3D vol- 7
ume integrals or 2D surface integrals into multiple 1D integrals and computes the 1D integrals with Gaussian 8
quadratures. It only requires finding roots of univariate nonlinear functions in given intervals and evaluating 9
the integrand, the level set function, and the gradient of the level set function at given points. It can achieve 10
arbitrarily high accuracy by increasing the orders of Gaussian quadratures, and it does not need extra a priori 11
knowledge about the integrand and the level set function. The code for the algorithm is freely available in the 12
open-source finite element toolbox Parallel Hierarchical Grid (PHG) and can serve as a basic building block 13
for implementing 3D high-order numerical algorithms involving implicit interfaces or boundaries. 14
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1 INTRODUCTION 24

Let Ωh be a shape-regular tetrahedral mesh for a domain Ω ⊂ R3 and Γ a piecewisely smooth 25
interface in Ω defined by the zero level set of a piecewisely smooth function L(x): Γ = {x ∈ Ω | 26
L(x) = 0}. Let T be a tetrahedron of Ωh . We make the following assumptions on T and Γ: 27
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Fig. 1. The three integration directions er , es , and et .

(A1) Γ is smooth in T .28
(A2) Γ is locally flat with respect toT , i.e., κh is small where κ denotes the maximum magnitude29

of the curvatures of Γ inT and h the diameter ofT , which means the interface is sufficiently30
resolved by the tetrahedral mesh.31

Our goal is to design a general-purpose, robust, and high-order numerical algorithm to compute32
the following integrals:33

I− =

∫
T∩Ω−

u (x) dx, I 0 =

∫
T∩Γ

u (x) dΓ, I+ =

∫
T∩Ω+

u (x) dx, (1)

where Ω− := {x | L(x) < 0}, Ω+ := {x | L(x) > 0} and u (x) is a user function that is smooth in T .34
Computations of the above types of integrals are often required in the implementations of many35

numerical algorithms involving an interface that is unfitted with the underlying mesh such as36
immersed finite element methods [1–4, 13, 14]. We restrict ourselves to the case of tetrahedral37
meshes in this article, the algorithm can be readily extended to other types of polyhedral meshes38
in three dimensions.39

If the interface is planar within T or only second order accuracy is required (in this case the40
interface can be locally approximated with a planar one), then the problem can be easily solved41
by splitting the tetrahedron into subtetrahedra at the intersection points of the interface with the42
edges of the tetrahedron [5, 6]. However, if the interface is non-planar and higher order accuracy43
(>2) is required, then the problem becomes very hard. Although many algorithms based on various44
techniques have been proposed for various types of elements (see, for examples, References [7–12,45
14] and the references therein for existing work in the literature), few of them work for tetrahedral46
elements. Until now there still lacks a general-purpose, robust, and high-order code for computing47
the integrals in Equation (1), especially when T is a tetrahedron.48

The algorithm proposed in this article is based on a simple and direct approach. It consists49
of choosing a local coordinate system with an origin x0 and three orthogonal directions, called50
integration directions and represented by three orthonormal vectors er , es , and et , such that51

T ⊂
{
x0 + rer + ses + tet

��� r ∈ (0,a), s ∈ (0,b), t ∈ (0, c )
}
,

decomposing integrals in Equation (1) into multiple 1D integrals along these directions, and using52
1D Gaussian quadratures to compute the 1D integrals; see Figure 1 for an illustration of the local53
coordinate system. The key point for the algorithm to work is how to deal with singularities in54
the integrands of the 1D integrals. The proposed algorithm has four main advantages: (1) it only55
requires finding roots of univariate nonlinear functions in given intervals, (2) the resulting quad-56
rature rules have all positive weights and points strictly inside the integration domain, (3) it can57
achieve arbitrarily high accuracy by increasing the orders of 1D Gaussian quadratures, and (4) it58
works without the need of extra a priori knowledge about the integrand and the level set function.59
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The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the main ideas and steps of the algo- 60
rithm are introduced. In Section 3 criteria and methods for determining the integration directions 61
er , es , and et are described. In Section 4 the computation of the surface integral I 0 is briefly dis- 62
cussed. In Section 5 numerical results are presented. Finally, in Section 6 concluding remarks are 63
given. 64

2 THE ALGORITHM 65

We shall use the computation of I− to describe our algorithm. The computation of I+ is similar and 66
the procedure for computing I 0 will be briefly discussed in Section 4. 67

Throughout this article, by smoothness of an univariate function, we mean the function has 68
continuous derivatives up to the desired order to ensure accuracy of the underlying Gaussian 69
quadrature. 70

First, we give two definitions. 71

Definition 1. A point x0 ∈ R is said to be a singularity of an univariate function v (x ) if the 72
function is unsmooth at x0. It’s called a non-essential singularity if ∃ ε > 0 such thatv (x ) is smooth 73
in both (x0 − ε,x0] and [x0,x0 + ε ). Otherwise, it is called an essential singularity. 74

Definition 2. Let F be a face of a tetrahedron. The trace of a plane or a surface on F is defined to 75
be its intersection with F , which is a line or a curve on F . 76

In the proposed algorithm, the integral I− is computed as 77

I− =

∫ c

0

∫ b

0

∫ a

0

u (r , s, t )χ− (r , s, t ) dr ds dt

=

∫ c

0

∫ b

0

∫ a

0

f (r , s, t ) dr ds dt

=

∫ c

0

∫ b

0

д(s, t ) ds dt

=

∫ c

0

h(t ) dt ,

(2)

where χ− (x) denotes the characteristic function ofT ∩ Ω−, χ− (r , s, t ) := χ− (x0 + rer + ses + tet ), 78
and u (r , s, t ) := u (x0 + rer + ses + tet ). The 1D integrands in the above integrals are defined as 79
follows: 80

f (r , s, t ) := u (r , s, t )χ− (r , s, t ), д(s, t ) :=

∫ a

0

f (r , s, t ) dr , h(t ) :=

∫ b

0

д(s, t ) ds .

The 1D integrals in Equation (2) are computed by splitting the integration intervals into subin- 81
tervals at non-essential singularities of the corresponding integrands such that the integrands are 82
smooth in the subintervals, and applying a Gaussian quadrature rule to each subinterval. It is easy 83
to see that the generated quadrature rule has all quadrature points inside the integration domain 84
and all the quadrature weights are positive. Figure 2 illustrates distributions of the quadrature 85
points on a tetrahedron obtained with the fifth-order (three-point) Gaussian quadrature rule. 86

The key steps of the algorithm consist of: 87

(1) choosing the directions er , es , and et to avoid essential singularities in the 1D integrands, 88
(2) recursively subdividing the tetrahedron if essential singularities are unavoidable, and 89
(3) identifying non-essential singularities in the 1D integrands, splitting the 1D integration 90

intervals into subintervals at the non-essential singularities, then applying a Gaussian 91
quadrature rule to each subinterval. 92
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Fig. 2. Examples of quadrature points obtained on a tetrahedron with the fifth-order Gaussian quadrature

rule. Left: T ∩ Ω−. Middle: T ∩ Γ. Right: T ∩ Ω+.

Fig. 3. Illustration of a non-essential singularity at t = t0 and an essential singularity at t = 0 in the function

h(t ) =
∫

D (t )
д(s, t ) ds , with д(s, t ) ≡ 1 and D (t ) = {s | s ∈ (0, 1 − t ), s2 + (t − 1)2 − 1 < 0}.

Before going into details of the algorithm, we first introduce a few notations.93

Definition 3. For given s and t , Lr (s, t ) denotes the line segment94

{x0 + rer + ses + tet | r ∈ [0,a]}
and is called a r -line. The s-line Ls (r , t ) and the t-line Lt (r , s ) are similarly defined.95

Definition 4. For given r , Pst (r ) denotes the rectangle96

{x0 + rer + ses + tet | s ∈ [0,b], t ∈ [0, c]}
and is called an st-plane. The rs-plane Pr s (t ) and the rt-plane Pr t (s ) are similarly defined.97

Note that the function д(s, t ) is computed by an 1D integral along the r -line Lr (s, t ), while the98
function h(t ) is computed by a double integral over the rs-plane Pr s (t ).99

We will first summarize types of singularities that may arise in the 1D integrands in Sections 2.1100
and 2.2. Then, we will discuss how to choose the integration directions to avoid essential singu-101
larities in the 1D integrands in Section 3.102

2.1 Non-essential Singularities103

Non-essential singularities in f (r , s, t ), д(s, t ), and h(t ) are created by changes in the geometric104
configuration of the integration domain. A 2D illustration of a non-essential singularity is given105
in Figure 3 at t = t0, where the element is the standard triangle {(s, t ) | s ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, s + t ≤ 1}, the106
interface is the unit circle centered at (1, 0), the integrand u (x) = 1, and the integration domain is107
the greyed region.108
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Below is a complete list of the locations of non-essential singularities for each 1D integrand. 109
They depend on the element T , the interface Γ, and the choice of the local coordinate system. 110

(1) For given s and t , non-essential singularities in f (r , s, t ) may occur at the intersection 111
points of the line segment Lr (s, t ) with 112
• the interface Γ and 113
• the 4 faces of T . 114

(2) For given t , non-essential singularities in д(s, t ) may occur at the intersection points of 115
the line segment Ls (0, t ) with 116
• projections to the plane Pst (0) of the 6 edges of T and 117
• projections to the plane Pst (0) of the traces of Γ on the 4 faces of T . 118

(3) Non-essential singularities in h(t ) may occur at the following places: 119
• projections to the line segment Lt (0, 0) of the 4 vertices of T and 120
• projections to the line segment Lt (0, 0) of the intersection points of the 6 edges of T 121

with Γ. 122

In the implementation, for each 1D integrand, the non-essential singularities are collected and 123
sorted into an increasing list, and the integration interval is split into subintervals at these loca- 124
tions. 125

2.2 Essential Singularities 126

We have identified two kinds of essential singularities as described below. They only exist in the 127
functions д(s, t ) and h(t ) and are the only kinds we have so far encountered. 128

(1) An essential singularity of the first kind occurs if the line segment Lr (s, t ) is tangential 129
to Γ at their intersection point. 130

A 2D example of this kind of essential singularities is illustrated in Figure 3 at t = 0. 131
They can be generally avoided if Γ is relatively flat within T by choosing er close to the 132
normal direction of Γ. 133

(2) Essential singularities of the second kind only exist in h(t ), which occur on a face of T , 134
when the trace of the rs-plane Pr s (t ) is tangential to the trace of Γ at their intersection 135
point. 136

An example of this kind of essential singularities is shown in Figures 4 and 5. In this 137
example, w is used in place of et so that the range of t is scaled to [0, 1] for convenience 138
of interpretation. The function h(t ) (defined in the caption of Figure 5) is smooth in the 139

intervals [0, t1], (t1, t2] and [t2, 1], where t1 = (26 −
√

262)/24 ≈ 0.4089, which corresponds 140
to the point p on the face opposite to v0 where the trace of the planePr s (t1) (the top side of 141

the rectangle in Figure 4) is tangential to the trace of Γ, and t2 = (13 −
√

31)/16 ≈ 0.4645, 142
which corresponds to the intersection points of Γ with the edges v1-v3 and v2-v3. An 143
essential singularity in h(t ) at t = t1 is clearly shown in Figure 5: limt→t+1

h′′(t ) → −∞. 144

In the algorithm essential singularities are avoided by proper choice of the local coordinate 145
system, i.e., the integration directions er , es , and et , which will be described in details in Section 3. 146

3 THE INTEGRATION DIRECTIONS 147

In this section, we give details of the procedures for determining the integration directions. The 148
main purpose is to prevent essential singularities from appearing in the 1D integrands. 149
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Fig. 4. An illustration of a second kind essential singularity. The four vertices of the tetrahedron are

v0 = ( 1
2 ,

1
2 ,

5
8 ), v1 = v0 + ( 1

5 , 0, 0), v2 = v0 + (0, 1
5 , 0) and v3 = v0 + (0, 0, 1

5 ), the interface Γ is the zero level

set of L(x) = (x − 1
2 )2 + (y − 1

2 )2 + (z − 1
2 )2 − 1

16 , and the integration directions are er = (0, 0, 1), es =

(
√

2
2 ,−

√
2

2 , 0) and et = w/|w| = (
√

2
2 ,
√

2
2 , 0), where w = ( 1

10 ,
1
10 , 0).

Fig. 5. Plot of h(t ) (left), h′(t ) (middle), and h′′(t ) (right), where h(t ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞ χ− (v0 + rer + ses +

tw) dr ds, and χ−, v0, et , es , er , and so on, are the same as in Figure 4.

3.1 The Direction er150

To avoid essential singularities of the first kind, the direction er should be close to the normal151
direction of the interface. This is similar to the strategy used in Reference [7] for choosing inte-152
gration directions. The interface can then be regarded as the graph of an implicitly defined “height”153
function in this case.154

We have implemented two alternatives for determining er in the algorithm:155

(1) er is set to the direction ∇L(c), where c is the barycenter of the element, which is an156
approximation to the normal of Γ.157

(2) er is the best approximation to ∇L(c) among the four unit normal vectors of the 4 faces of158
T . This choice slightly simplifies the implementation, since es and et are aligned with one159
face. With this choice, we have so far failed to get exponential decay of the quadrature160
errors with respect to the orders of the Gaussian quadrature rules used for the 1D integrals.161

The first choice is the default one in our code. All the numerical results presented in Section 5162
were obtained with it. The second choice is kept in the code only for future investigations.163
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3.2 The Directions es and et 164

Once er is determined, es and et can be parameterized with a scalar parameter w ∈ [−1, 1] as 165
follows: 166

ww = we1 +
√

1 −w2e2,

et = ww/|ww |, (3)

es = er × et ,

where e1 and e2 are two arbitrarily chosen and linearly independent vectors orthogonal to er . 167
Second kind essential singularities are avoided by choosing a suitable value of w , which is done 168
through introducing an indicator function α (w ) and setting w = wopt := argminw α (w ), as ex- 169
plained below. 170

3.2.1 The Indicator Function α (w ). Denote by F (T ) the set of faces ofT . For F ∈ F (T ), denote 171
its unit normal vector by nF and the trace of Γ on F by TΓ (F ). TΓ (F ) is empty if Γ does not intersect 172
with F , or it may contain multiple segments. When no ambiguity arises, we use TΓ (F ) to denote 173
either the set of points on the trace or the set of continuous segments of the trace. Given a point 174
p on TΓ (F ), denote the unit tangent vector of TΓ (F ) at p by tF (p). 175

As discussed in Section 2.2, second kind essential singularities occur if the trace of the rs-plane 176
Pr s (t ) is parallel to the trace of Γ on some face ofT . Let F be a face ofT . Since et is an unit normal 177
vector of Pr s (t ), the direction of the trace of Pr s (t ) on F is given by et × nF . Let p be a point on 178
TΓ (F ), define 179

βp (w ) := (et × nF ) · tF (p).

Note, in the right-hand side of the above equation only et = ww/|ww | depends on w . βp (w ) has 180
values in [−1, 1]. It equals to the cosine of the angle between the trace of Pr s (t ) and TΓ (F ) at the 181
point p for given value of w . If βp (w ) = ±1, then the two traces are parallel at the point p for the 182
given value of w . 183

Let F be a face of T . Let p and γ denote, respectively, a point and a segment of TΓ (F ). For 184
convenience of discussions, we introduce the following functions: 185

αp (w ) := |βp (w ) |,
αγ (w ) := max

p∈γ
αp (w ),

αF (w ) := max
p∈TΓ (F )

αp (w ) = max
γ ∈TΓ (F )

αγ (w ).

With the above notations, the indicator function α (w ) is defined as 186

α (w ) := max
F ∈F (T )

αF (w ). (4)

For given w , the function α (w ) measures the minimum angle between the trace of Pr s (t ) and 187
the trace of Γ on all faces ofT . It is defined forw ∈ [−1, 1] and has its range included in [0, 1]. Since 188
α (−1) = α (1), it can be continuously extended to a periodic function in R. If α (w ) = 1, then the 189
trace of Pr s (t ) is parallel to the trace of Γ at some points on some faces, which means second kind 190
essential singularities exist in the integrand h(t ). If α (w ) = 0 (which may only happen if Γ is flat 191
on all faces of T ), then the trace of Pr s (t ) is always orthogonal to the trace of Γ on all faces of T . 192

To avoid second kind essential singularities, we need to choose a value ofw such that α (w ) � 1, 193
or equivalently α (w ) < 1. It is intuitively true and also observed in numerical experiments that the 194
numerical quadrature error of our algorithm is positively correlated with the value of α (w ). For 195
examples, in the graphs in Figure 6, the numerical quadrature errors obtained using our algorithm 196
with different values ofw are plotted against the values ofα (w ) for three randomly chosen different 197
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Fig. 6. Plots of α (w ) and numerical quadrature errors as functions of w for three different tetrahedra,

with each graph corresponding to a tetrahedron. The function α (w ) is represented by solid lines, while

the logarithm of the absolute values of the quadrature errors, suitably scaled and translated, are repre-

sented by dashed lines. The values of α (w ) are marked on the y-axis. The quadrature errors are in the ranges

[10−16, 10−7], [10−16, 10−4], and [10−11, 10−5] for the three test cases, respectively.

tetrahedra, they show that larger value ofα (w ) usually indicates larger numerical quadrature error.198
Thus, w = wopt := argminw α (w ) seems to be a good choice and is used in our algorithm.199

3.2.2 The Inadmissible Intervals. Computation of wopt is nontrivial, since the function α (w ) is200
usually unsmooth and has multiple local minima, as can be seen in Figure 6. To cope with this201
difficulty, we introduce the concept of inadmissible values and inadmissible intervals, which are to202
be excluded from the search region.203

Definition 5.204

(1) A value ofw is called inadmissible if α (w ) = 1. An interval of inadmissible values is called205
an inadmissible interval.206

(2) Let F ∈ F (T ), w is said to be inadmissible for F if αF (w ) = 1.207
(3) Similarly, let γ be a segment of TΓ (F ), w is said to be inadmissible for γ if αγ (w ) = 1.208

Inadmissible intervals can be determined using the following procedure.209
Let F be a face of T . Suppose TΓ (F ) is not empty and let γ ∈ TΓ (F ) be a continuous segment210

that has two end points on ∂F . Denote the two end points of γ by p0 and p1, respectively. Let γ211
be parameterized as p(u) for u ∈ [0, 1] such that p(0) = p0, p(1) = p1 and p′(u) � 0, ∀u ∈ [0, 1].212
Define213

ϕ (u) :=
(
p′(u) × (et × nF )

)
· nF .

The sign of ϕ (u) indicates on which side of the vector et × nF lies the vector p′(u), on the face F .214

Lemma 1. Suppose F is a face of T and γ is a continuous segment of TΓ (F ), which has two end215
points on ∂F . Let p(u) and ϕ (u) be defined as above. Then, w is inadmissible for γ if and only if the216
function ϕ (u) has roots in [0, 1].217

Proof. Since tF (p(u)) = ±p′(u)/|p′(u) |, w is inadmissible for γ if and only if p′(u) is parallel218
to et × nF for some u ∈ [0, 1], or equivalently p′(u) × (et × nF ) = 0 for some u ∈ [0, 1]. Since both219
p′(u) and et × nF are parallel to F , so p′(u) × (et × nF ) is parallel to nF , thus p′(u) × (et × nF ) = 0220
is equivalent to (p′(u) × (et × nF )) · nF = 0, i.e., ϕ (u) = 0, which proves the lemma. �221

Lemma 2. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 1, we have:222

1. A sufficient condition for w being inadmissible for γ is ϕ (0)ϕ (1) ≤ 0, or223 ((
p′(0) × (et × nF )

)
· nF

) ((
p′(1) × (et × nF )

)
· nF

)
≤ 0. (5)
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2. If γ is convex and relatively flat, then inequality Equation (5) is also a necessary condition for 224
w being inadmissible for γ . 225

Proof. The statement 1 follows directly from Lemma 1 and the Intermediate Value Theorem. 226
Letθ (u) be the angle between p′(u) and et × nF . Sinceγ is convex,θ (u) is a monotone function of 227

u. If θ (u) = ± π
2 for some u ∈ [0, 1], then since γ is relatively flat, θ (u) varies in a small neighbour 228

of ± π
2 , so ϕ (u) � 0, ∀u ∈ [0, 1]. Otherwise, θ (u) is bounded away from ± π

2 , thus ϕ (u)/|p′(u) | = 229

± sin
(
θ (u)
)

is a monotone function of u. It is not difficult to see that the statement 2 holds in both 230
cases. � 231

Substituting the expression for et in Equation (3) into the inequality in Equation (5), we get 232(
a0w + b0

√
1 −w2

) (
a1w + b1

√
1 −w2

)
≤ 0, (6)

where ai = (p′(i ) × (e1 × nF )) · nF and bi = (p′(i ) × (e2 × nF )) · nF , i = 0, 1. Assume w � 0. Di- 233

viding the inequality in Equation (6) by w2 and letting δ :=
√

1−w2

w
, we get the following quadratic 234

inequality for δ : 235

(a0 + b0δ ) (a1 + b1δ ) ≤ 0.

The above inequality can be easily solved to get intervals for δ , they are then converted to inad- 236
missible intervals for w . 237

The above steps for finding inadmissible intervals are performed with each continuous segment 238
of TΓ (F ) on each face F of T . The complement of the union of all the inadmissible intervals thus 239
found, which is also composed of none or several intervals, is called the candidate intervals. 240

We only need to search for wopt in the interior of the candidate intervals. It is observed that in 241
each candidate intervalα (w ) is often an unimodal function, sowopt can be computed by performing 242
a few search steps using the Fibonacci search method within each candidate interval. 243

Remark 1. By Lemma 2, if Γ is convex and ∀F ∈ F (T ), ∀γ ∈ TΓ (F ), γ has two end points on ∂F 244
and is relatively flat such that the statement 2 of Lemma 2 holds, then the inadmissible intervals 245
found using the procedure above contain all the inadmissible values and the candidate intervals 246
contain only (and all the) admissible values. Otherwise, the inadmissible intervals found may only 247
cover a subset of the inadmissible values. 248

3.2.3 Evaluation of α (w ). If w belongs to one of the inadmissible intervals found using the 249
procedure described above, then α (w ) = 1. So α (w ) only needs to be evaluated in the candidate 250
intervals. 251

Supposew belongs to one of the candidate intervals. The evaluation of α (w ) as defined in Equa- 252
tion (4) requires finding the extrema of univariate functions involving the first derivatives of the 253
level set function L(x), which in turn requires finding the roots of univariate functions involving 254
the second derivatives of L(x). To simplify the evaluation of α (w ) and to avoid computing the 255
second derivatives of L(x), ∀F ∈ F (T ), αF (w ) is approximated by sampling a few points on TΓ (F ). 256
In the actual implementation, αF (w ) is approximately computed by replacing TΓ (F ) with I (F ): 257

αF (w ) ≈ max
p∈I (F )

αp (w ), (7)

where I (F ) denotes the set of intersection points of Γ with the edges of F . 258

Remark 2. Under certain conditions the approximation in Equation (7) is exact. For example, if 259
∀γ ∈ TΓ (F ), γ has two end points on ∂F and is convex and relatively flat such that the statement 2 260
of Lemma 2 holds, then it is not difficult to verify that βp (w ), p ∈ γ , is a monotone function along 261
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γ if w belongs to one of the candidate intervals, so in this case αγ (w ) = max{|βp0 (w ) |, |βp1 (w ) |},262
where p0 and p1 denote the two end points of γ , and Equation (7) becomes an equality.263

In the present implementation TΓ (F ), if not empty, is only allowed to have two intersection264
points with ∂F , which means TΓ (F ) is always composed of one continuous segment with two end265
points on ∂F . If on some face F , TΓ (F ) has more than two intersection points with ∂F , or TΓ (F ) is266
a closed curve and has no intersection with ∂F , then α (w ) is set to 1 for all w , which will cause267
the tetrahedron T to be subdivided.268

3.2.4 A Summary on the Computation of es and et . Now, we give the full steps for computing269
es and et .270

(1) Determine the inadmissible intervals and construct the candidate intervals.271
(2) If the set of candidate intervals is empty, then subdivide T .272
(3) Compute wopt := argminw α (w ) by performing a few search steps using the Fibonacci273

search method in each candidate interval.274
(4) If α (wopt) > A, then subdivide T .275
(5) Compute es and et according to Equation (3) with w = wopt.276

In the steps above, “subdivide T ” means divide T into 2 or 8 subtetrahedra, using either the277
longest edge bisection [15] or the regular refinement [16], and recursively apply the whole algo-278
rithm to all the subtetrahedra. A ∈ (0, 1) is a predefined threshold whose default value in our code279
is A = 0.95. We don’t have guarantee on the finite termination of recursive subdivisions. Infinite280
recursions are simply avoided by using a planar approximation of the interface [5, 6] and quad-281
rature rules for triangles and tetrahedra [17] when the tetrahedron is very small, e.g., with edge282
lengths approaching the machine precision. Numerical experiments show that the recursions are283
rare if the interface is well resolved by the mesh and thus have no noticeable impact on the overall284
accuracy and performance of the algorithm.285

Remark 3. Apart from those discussed in this section, there may be other factors that influence286
the accuracy and performance of the algorithm. For example, numerical quadrature errors might287
be reduced by choosing the integration directions in a way to avoid them to be nearly parallel to288
a face of T . They are left as subjects of future studies.289

4 SURFACE INTEGRAL290

Computation of the surface integral I 0 is similar and is simpler than the computation of the volume291
integral. Denote x(r , s, t ) := x0 + rer + ses + tet . We construct the integration directions er , es , and292
et , determine the parameters for the integration domain x0, b, and c , and compute I 0 by293

I 0 =

∫
T∩Γ

u (x) dΓ =

∫ c

0

∫ b

0

д̃(s, t ) ds dt =

∫ c

0

h̃(t ) dt ,

just as for the volume integral, where294

д̃(s, t ) :=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
u (r0, s, t )

���∇L
(
x(r0, s, t )

) ������er · ∇L
(
x(r0, s, t )

) ���
, if ∃r0, s. t. x(r0, s, t ) ∈ T and L(x(r0, s, t )) = 0,

0, otherwise,

h̃(t ) :=

∫ b

0

д̃(s, t ) ds .
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Fig. 7. The mesh containing 1,843 tetrahedra.

Fig. 8. The three test cases.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 295

The algorithm presented in this article has been implemented as a general purpose function for 296
computing various types of integrals in a tetrahedron cut by a curved interface in the open-source 297
parallel adaptive finite element toolbox PHG [19], which can be used in high-order extended fi- 298
nite element methods (XFEM) or other immersed interface or immersed boundary algorithms on 299
tetrahedral meshes, by both PHG and non-PHG users. See doc/quad-XFEM.pdf in the newest dis- 300
tribution of PHG for related documentations. 301

The numerical experiments presented in this section were carried out on the cluster Lenovo 302
DeepComp 8800 of the State Key Laboratory of Scientific and Engineering Computing, Chi- 303
nese Academy of Sciences, which is equipped with dual Intel Gold 6140 CPU nodes (2×18 cores, 304
2.30 GHz) and 100 Gbps EDR Infiniband network. 305

5.1 Robustness and Accuracy Tests 306

The numerical results presented in this subsection were obtained with the test program 307
quad_test2.c, which is available in the PHG package. 308

In this set of numerical experiments, Ω is the unit cube (0, 1)3, the mesh is an unstructured 309
and irregular tetrahedral mesh containing 1,843 elements as shown in Figure 7, and the integrand 310
u (x) ≡ 1. In this case the sum of I− over all elements equals to the volume of Ω− and the sum of 311
I 0 over all elements equals to the surface area of Γ ∩ Ω. We have tested the algorithm with the 312
following three interfaces, which are illustrated in Figure 8: 313

(a) The first interface is a sphere of radius 1
4 centered at the center of Ω, defined by the level- 314

set function: 315

L(x ,y, z) =
(
x − 1

2

)2
+

(
y − 1

2

)2
+

(
z − 1

2

)2
− 1

16
.

The test program for this case can be compiled in the test/ subdirectory of PHG’s source 316
tree with the following command: 317
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make USER_CFLAGS="-DCASE=0" quad_test2318

(b) The level-set function for the second interface is the following order 4 polynomial:319

L(x ,y, z) = 2
(
x − 1

2

)2
− 8
(
y − 1

2

)3
− 16

(
z − 1

2

)4
− 1

50
.

The test program for this case can be compiled in the test/ subdirectory of PHG’s source320
tree with the following command:321

make USER_CFLAGS="-DCASE=3" quad_test2.322

(c) The level-set function for the third interface is an order 5 piecewise polynomial that is the323
interpolation in the P5 Lagrangian finite element space of the following nonpolynomial324
function1:325

cos(4γx − 2γ ) sin(4γy − 2γ ) + cos(4γy − 2γ ) sin(2γz − γ ) + cos(2γz − γ ) sin(4γx − 2γ ),

withγ = 19
8 . This example is similar to the “gyroid” examples in References [7, 8]. To better326

resolve the interface, the elements near the interface are refined three times using PHG’s327
newest-vertex bisection scheme [18] (refining a tetrahedron three times with newest ver-328
tex bisection would bisect all its edges and split it into 8 sub-tetrahedra) and the refined329
mesh containing 14,621 tetrahedra is used in the test. The test program for this case can330
be compiled in the test/ subdirectory of PHG’s source tree with the following command:331

make USER_CFLAGS="-DCASE=5 -DLS_ORDER=5 -DREFINE=3" quad_test2.332

All the results presented in this subsection were obtained using quadruple-precision floating-333
point operations (GNU C’s __float128 type, with a precision of 1.9259e-34).334

5.1.1 p-convergence Tests. In the p-convergence tests, the mesh is fixed and the decay rates of335
relative quadrature errors with respect to increasing quadrature orders are observed. In all the336
numerical examples presented, the term “quadrature order” will refer to the order of Gaussian337
quadrature rules used to compute the 1D integrals. Since we do not know the analytical results for338
cases (b) and (c), the errors for quadrature order p are computed using the differences between the339
results of quadrature orders p − 2 and p for all three cases.340

The results are shown in Figure 9. Exponential convergence can be observed for all three cases.341

5.1.2 h-convergence Tests. In the h-convergence tests, the quadrature order is fixed and relative342
quadrature errors are computed on meshes that are obtained by successive refinements towards the343
interface using the newest vertex bisection scheme. Since the computations were quite expensive344
(the largest refined mesh contained over 25 billion tetrahedra, see Table 1, and the computations345
were carried out using 256 nodes of the cluster), we have only performed computations of the346
volume integral I− for case (a). For this case the analytic result is known as 4

3πr
3 with r = 1

4 and347
was used to compute the errors.348

Relative quadrature errors with respect to refinement levels for orders p = 3, 5, 7, and 9 are349
shown in Figure 10 and Table 1. The optimal convergence rate hp+1 is obtained for p = 3 and for350
p = 5 on levels ≥ 18. For higher orders, the optimal convergence is not convincing at present and351
will be left for future investigations.352

1The current implementation supports nonpolynomial level set functions by using a combined univariate root-finding

algorithm based on polynomial approximation, Newton’s method, and bisections. But for nonpolynomial functions the

present univariate root-finding code is not robust enough to allow very high accuracy tests, so a piecewise polynomial

approximation is used in this example.
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Fig. 9. Relative quadrature errors with respect to quadrature orders (p-convergence). The straight lines rep-

resent fitted functions of the form λe−θp , wherep = order and λ and θ denote positive constants. Left: volume

integral. Right: surface integral.

Table 1. Quadrature Errors with Respect to Refinement Levels

Refinement

level Number of elements

Relative quadrature errors

Order 3 Order 5 Order 7 Order 9

0 1,843 9.3051e-06 4.4160e-08 4.8823e-10 1.0003e-11

3 14,052 7.2981e-07 1.2092e-09 5.8041e-12 2.6140e-14

6 82,771 8.0094e-08 1.6479e-10 2.3656e-12 3.3632e-14

9 380,664 1.0089e-08 3.3505e-11 1.3683e-12 9.2433e-14

12 1,583,742 1.0707e-09 1.0066e-12 9.6012e-15 2.4311e-16

15 6,342,623 5.0719e-11 1.4829e-14 3.0699e-16 1.1571e-17

18 25,319,490 1.6160e-12 4.6455e-15 4.1453e-17 5.3285e-19

21 101,119,218 1.3736e-13 8.9861e-19 4.9715e-20 1.8811e-22

24 404,017,892 1.0111e-14 7.8115e-19 2.2411e-21 2.7504e-23

27 1,614,901,623 3.7069e-16 5.7609e-21 2.2468e-23 1.4213e-25

30 6,457,307,207 2.4504e-17 3.9368e-21 9.8243e-24 3.4002e-26

33 25,825,097,019 3.3826e-18 1.0273e-23 1.5851e-27 3.2664e-31

5.2 Application to an Elliptic Interface Problem 353

In this section, we apply our algorithm to the numerical solution of an elliptic interface problem. 354
Let Ω1 := Ω− and Ω2 := Ω+. We consider the elliptic interface problem: 355

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−∇ ·
(
a∇u
)
= f , in Ω1 ∪ Ω2,

u = д, on ∂Ω \ Γ,

[u] = дD, on Γ,

[a∇u · n] = дN, on Γ,

(8)

where [ · ] denotes the jump of a function across the interface Γ, i.e., [v] := v |Ω1 −v |Ω2 , n is the 356
unit outward normal of ∂Ω1, and the coefficient a := a(x) is bounded from below and above by 357
some positive constants and can be discontinuous across the interface Γ. 358
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Fig. 10. Relative quadrature errors with respect to mesh refinement levels (h-convergence). The straight

lines denote the slopes for the optimal theoretical convergence rate hp+1 expected when using the order-p
quadrature rules for p = 3, 5, 7, and 9.

For convenience of descriptions, each tetrahedron in Ωh is considered to be closed throughout359
this subsection. Define the set of patches of Γ induced by Ωh as360

Ih :=
{
e ��� e = T ∩ Γ and area(e ) � 0, ∀T ∈ Ωh

}
.

Each element e ∈ Ih either is entirely contained in an element T ∈ Ωh and has non-empty inter-361
section with the interior ofT , or is the common face of two neighbouring elements of Ωh . For both362
cases T e ∈ Ωh denotes one of the elements containing e .363

We shall adopt the unfittedhp-interface penalty finite element method to solve Equation (8) (see364
Reference [13]). Define the space of piecewise regular functions by365

V :=
{
v ��� v ∈ L2 (Ω) and v |Ωi

∈ H 1 (Ωi ), i = 1, 2
}
.

For p ∈ N , define the extended finite element space by366

V (p,Ωh ) :=
{
vh

��� vh ∈ V and vh |T∩Ωi
∈ Pp (T ∩ Ωi ), i = 1, 2, ∀T ∈ Ωh

}
,

where Pp (D) denotes the space of polynomials of degree p on domain D. Moreover, we also need367
the function spaces with homogeneous boundary conditions368

V0 :=
{
v ��� v ∈ V and v = 0 on ∂Ω \ Γ

}
, V0 (p,Ωh ) := V (p,Ωh ) ∩V0.

Let β be a real parameter and let γ0 > 0, γ1 > 0 be the parameters for interior penalties. Define369
the bilinear form ah : V (p,Ωh ) ×V (p,Ωh ) → R as follows:370

ah (u,v ) :=

2∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

a∇u · ∇v dx −
∑

e ∈Ih

∫
e

(
{a∇u · n}[v] + β[u]{a∇v · n}

)
dΓ + J0 (u,v ) + J1 (u,v ),

J0 (u,v ) :=
∑
e ∈Ih

γ0p
2

he

∫
e

[u][v] dΓ,

J1 (u,v ) :=
∑
e ∈Ih

γ1he

p2

∫
e

[a∇u · n][a∇v · n] dΓ,
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where he denotes the diameter of e and { · } denotes the average of a function across the interface 371
Γ, that is, {v} := (v |Ω1 +v |Ω2 )/2. Define the linear form Fh : V (p,Ωh ) → R as follows: 372

Fh (v ) :=

∫
Ω
f v dx +

∫
Γ
дN {v} dΓ − β

∫
Γ
дD {a∇v · n} dΓ + JD (v ) + JN (v ),

JD (v ) :=
∑
e ∈Ih

γ0p
2

he

∫
e

дD [v] dΓ,

JN (v ) :=
∑
e ∈Ih

γ1he

p2

∫
e

дN [a∇v · n] dΓ.

Let дh be finite element interpolation of д based on the mesh. An extended finite element approx- 373
imation to Equation (8) reads: Find uh ∈ V (p,Ωh ) such that uh = дh on ∂Ω \ Γ and 374

ah (uh ,vh ) = Fh (vh ), ∀vh ∈ V0 (p,Ωh ). (9)

The actual settings of our numerical experiments are as follows. The domain Ω = (0, 1)3. The 375
interface Γ is the sphere of radius 0.25 centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). The exact solution is given by 376

u (x ,y, z) =

{
exp(xyz), (x ,y, z) ∈ Ω1,
sin(x + y + z), (x ,y, z) ∈ Ω2.

The discontinuous coefficient function is defined such that a(x) ≡ 1 for x ∈ Ω1 and a(x) ≡ 100 377
for x ∈ Ω2. The weighted L2 (Ω) and (semi) H 1 (Ω) errors of the discrete solution uh are defined, 378
respectively, as 379

|u − uh |20 =
2∑

i=1

∫
Ωi

a |u − uh |2 dx, |u − uh |21 =
2∑

i=1

∫
Ωi

a |∇u − ∇uh |2 dx.

The computations of the integrals in the above linear and bilinear forms (with u or v replaced by 380
finite element basis functions), as well as those in the estimation of the L2 and H 1 errors, are done 381
either using the algorithm proposed in this article if the element intersects with the interface, or 382
using a quadrature rule for tetrahedra as presented in Reference [17] otherwise. The parameters 383
used are β = −1 and γ0 = γ1 = 1. The discrete linear system in Equation (9) is solved using the 384
parallel sparse direct linear solver MUMPS [20], either directly or as the preconditioner of the 385
GMRES method [21]. 386

Relative errors and convergence rates of numerical solutions for Pp elements for p = 1, 2, 3, and 387
4 are listed in Table 2. They were obtained on meshes generated by uniform refinements using 388
the newest vertex bisection algorithm of an initial mesh consisting of 6 congruent tetrahedra. The 389
quadrature order q is set to q = 2p + 3. For P1, P2, and P3 elements the computations were done 390
using the 64-bit double precision and the linear systems were solved using MUMPS, but for P4 391
element, to eliminate influences of roundoff errors, the computations were done using the x86’s 392
80-bit extended double precision (the long double type) and the linear systems were solved using 393
the GMRES method with MUMPS in double precision as its preconditioner, which can be regarded 394
as an iterative refinement method for MUMPS. The convergence rates are optimal for both H 1 (Ω) 395
errors (order p) and L2 (Ω) errors (order p + 1). The numbers of degrees of freedom listed in the 396
table do not include the overlapped ones in the elements intersecting with the interface introduced 397
by the XFEM algorithm, so they are slightly smaller than the actual numbers. 398

Also listed in Table 2 are the elapsed (wall clock) times for building (the “Build” column) and 399
solving (the “Solve” column) the linear systems using 256 MPI processes on 16 nodes. They should 400
only be regarded as a rough indication of the relative costs of the proposed numerical quadrature 401
algorithm in finite element computations, since the linear solvers used are certainly not optimal. 402
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Table 2. Errors and Convergence Orders of the Numerical Solutions

P1 element (p = 1, q = 2p + 3 = 5)

Number of

elements

Degrees of

freedom

Relative H 1 error Relative L2 error Elapsed time (s)

Error Order Error Order Build Solve

768 189 2.144e-01 -- 1.351e-02 -- 0.03 0.05

6,144 1,241 1.059e-01 1.02 5.183e-03 1.38 0.03 0.05

49,152 9,009 4.153e-02 1.35 9.055e-04 2.52 0.14 0.29

393,216 68,705 1.800e-02 1.21 1.861e-04 2.28 0.60 2.29

3,145,728 536,769 8.606e-03 1.06 3.188e-05 2.55 2.69 19.5

P2 element (p = 2, q = 2p + 3 = 7)

Number of

elements

Degrees of

freedom

Relative H 1 error Relative L2 error Elapsed time (s)

Error Order Error Order Build Solve

768 1,241 3.570e-03 -- 9.430e-05 -- 0.01 0.05

6,144 9,009 8.189e-04 2.12 1.102e-05 3.01 0.05 0.31

49,152 68,705 1.959e-04 2.06 1.327e-06 3.05 0.26 2.57

393,216 536,769 4.830e-05 2.02 1.641e-07 3.02 1.18 22.3

3,145,728 4,243,841 1.202e-05 2.01 2.050e-08 3.00 5.49 225

P3 element (p = 3, q = 2p + 3 = 9)

Number of

elements

Degrees of

freedom

Relative H 1 error Relative L2 error Elapsed time (s)

Error Order Error Order Build Solve

768 9,009 2.697e-04 -- 4.450e-06 -- 0.03 0.13

6,144 29,449 3.434e-05 2.97 2.714e-07 4.04 0.14 1.16

49,152 228,241 4.328e-06 2.99 1.702e-08 4.00 0.72 9.76

393,216 1,797,409 5.427e-07 3.00 1.065e-09 4.00 3.25 86.1

3,145,728 14,266,945 6.793e-08 3.00 6.655e-11 4.00 16.0 1257

P4 element (p = 4, q = 2p + 3 = 11)

Number of

elements

Degrees of

freedom

Relative H 1 error Relative L2 error Elapsed time (s)

Error Order Error Order Build Solve

768 9,009 4.806e-06 -- 6.929e-08 -- 0.21 0.45

6,144 68,705 2.768e-07 4.12 2.028e-09 5.09 1.43 3.05

49,152 536,769 1.725e-08 4.00 6.414e-11 4.98 7.37 29.4

393,216 4,243,841 1.081e-09 4.00 2.022e-12 4.99 32.6 305

For now, we do not have an efficient and scalable iterative solver for this problem yet, which has403
prevented us from running larger or higher order numerical experiments.404

Finally, to illustrate the effect of the quadrature order on the precision of the numerical solution,405
H 1 (Ω) errors obtained with different quadrature orders on the mesh containing 393,216 elements406
are shown in Table 3. For this case it seems q = 2p + 1 is adequate for P1, P2, and P3 elements, but407
q = 2p + 3 is required for P4 element. For P1 element q = 2p − 1 = 1 is recommended, which uses408
a planar approximation of the interface and so is much faster.409

6 CONCLUSIONS410

A general-purpose, high-order algorithm for computing volume integrals in a part of a tetrahedron411
bounded by an implicitly defined curved interface, or surface integrals on the intersection of the412
interface with the tetrahedron, is presented. The robustness and high accuracy of the algorithm are413
demonstrated with a set of numerical experiments. The code for the algorithm is freely available in414
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Table 3. H1 (Ω) Errors of the Numerical Solutions Obtained using Different Quadrature Orders

on the Mesh Containing 393,216 Elements

Quadrature

order

Relative H 1 (Ω) errors

P1 P2 P3 P4

q = 2p − 1 1.806e-02 5.968e-05 9.548e-07 1.441e-07

q = 2p + 1 1.800e-02 4.830e-05 5.428e-07 3.995e-09

q = 2p + 3 1.800e-02 4.830e-05 5.427e-07 1.081e-09

q = 2p + 5 1.800e-02 4.830e-05 5.427e-07 1.096e-09

p : finite element order, q: quadrature order.

the open-source parallel adaptive finite element toolbox PHG and can be used in implementations 415
of high-order numerical algorithms for solving three-dimensional problems involving an implicit 416
interface. 417

We will continue to work on various aspects of both the algorithm and its implementation to 418
improve the robustness and performance of the code, including factors affecting the accuracy of 419
results, more efficient and reliable univariate root-finding algorithms for polynomial and nonpoly- 420
nomial functions, adaptive selection of Gaussian quadrature order according to the length of the 421
integration interval, and applications to numerical solutions of real world problems. 422

The algorithm can be adopted to other types of 3D polyhedral elements. It can also be readily 423
applied to the much simpler case of 2D elements in which only the essential singularities of the 424
first kind need to be addressed. Extensions to higher dimensions are possible but become more 425
complicated and involved than the 3D case, since, for example, on a d-simplex one has to deal with 426
essential singularities caused by the traces of the interface on all k-subsimplices for 1 < k < d . 427
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